Case Study
Thomson & Bancks Solicitors

The brand identity and marketing
support S2F have given us has
been fantastic, elevating us above
our competitors in the region.

Paul Johnson
Partner
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Thomson & Bancks Solicitors are a law practice based
across four offices; Tewkesbury in Gloucestershire,
Pershore in Worcestershire, Cheltenham in
Gloucestershire, and Stratford-upon-Avon in
Warwickshire. Their belief is to be local, trusted and
dedicated to their customers, as they offer legal aid to
both individuals and businesses.
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website users

The Brief
When we first met with Thomson & Bancks, they
were seeking to move away from Quality Solicitors,
the organisation they had been a member of for 2
years. This move a full change of identity and brand
image, with new printed literature and website top
of their requirements.

It is a pleasure to work with
Start 2 Finish. They are very
supportive in developing your
ideas and brilliant at coming up
with fresh, creative marketing.

Miss Sam Hawkins
Practice Manager

Our Comments
“We were first called in to support Thomson & Bancks to strategically position
themselves in the region. They were under a generic ‘Quality Solicitors’ brand which
did not align themselves as a premier brand in the geographical target area.
Once the strategic plan was in place we had the great pleasure of producing a
new high quality brand and the associated collateral. We are now pleased to say
T&B have achieved their growth objectives and brand awareness. We continue to
increase brand awareness and online presence.”

Warren Albutt
Creative Director

The Solution
We’ve very much enjoyed working on T&B’s new brand, providing
them with a website that supports each discipline they offer, while
providing a user-friendly interface for the customers to navigate.
It’s an informative, dynamic and practical site.
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Designing a brand for both digital and print brings a certain set of
challenges, ensuring consistency with each piece of artwork that
leaves the S2F studio. We make sure the brand in maintained across
each platform; from advert submission to social media post, or from
new website content to each printed service brochure.
Through our virtual marketing service, we have been working with
Thomson & Bancks on a weekly basis and acting as their dedicated
marketing department, delivering not only day-to-day requirements
but also more creative outputs for specific events, as seen below in
our advert submission for the Tewkesbury Medieval Festival 2017.
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When the S2F story began in 2005, our initial
business goal was to provide West Midlands
industrial based businesses with a single
point of contact for all their marketing. This
is still at the heart of what we do today.
We are not your average marketing agency. We believe in
a ‘hands on’ marketing management service, think more
of a Virtual Marketing Department working alongside you,
combining client experience and agency ideals. We have
experience of working with many government run funding
agencies, and a full understanding of the sales process, with
our directors having over 50 years of combined experience.

We believe strong
relationships create
strong brands.
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